
Click here to watch a video demonstration

on Instagram.

Position the box in the middle, on the diagonal.

Tie a knot using the side corners and then tie a 

knot on top with the remaining corners.

We use 25" and 32" joywrap to wrap each of these gifts.
You can use any fabric as a zero-waste solution.

(joywrap just sounds like more fun!)

DOUBLE KNOT

4 Fun Ways To Wrap!

1

reusable wrapping paper
that sounds like fun!



Place the gift at the centre on the diagonal.

Fold the bottom corner up and then roll 

towards the top.

Pull the ends towards the center and 

cross them.

Flip the gift over and tie the ends.

ROLL WRAP 2

Place the bottle in the centre and then pull each corner 

above the center, tucking in the edges as you go.

Wrap an elastic or some twine around the bottle top.

Leave as is, or tuck 1 or 2 of the corners back inside the 

elastic or twine.

BOTTLE WRAP3

that in one holiday season
we use enough wrapping paper
to circle the globe NINE times?!

Did you know? It’s estimated



Place the gift near the bottom corner leaving a 

few inches of fabric on each side.

Wrap the corner vertically over the gift.

Tuck in the left edge and then wrap the

left corner horizontally over the gift.

SIDE KNOT 4

You can find full demonstrations of all of these techniques and more
     @joywrap.giftwrap

Flip the gift with the wrap over it once away 

from you.

Fold the top-right side over the top right corner 

of the gift and lift up the right end of the wrap.

While holding the base of the right corner, draw 

the remaining corner towards it and tie a knot.

all the same attention-grabbing
sounds as traditional wrapping paper?
All the fun without the waste!

Did you know? Joywrap makes



SHOP NOW

A TREE IS PLANTED FOR 

EACH PIECE OF 

JOYWRAP MADE.

MADE WITH LOVE

IN CANADA

WRAP GIFTS IN 

SECONDS WITHOUT 

SCISSORS OR TAPE

REVERSIBLE

USE EACH SIDE FOR 

DIFFERENT CELEBRATIONS

WASHER, DRYER & IRON SAFE.

IRON INWARDS FROM EDGES TO 

RETURN TO ORIGINAL CONDITION.

25" 32"

Bring a little joy into your gift wrapping.
Available in 2 sizes.

perfect for books
& small boxes 

perfect for bottles, board games
& shoebox-sized items


